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ABSTRACT
Several women and doctors are doubtful regarding the use of intrauterine systems (IUS) releasing levonorgestrel and intrauterine devices, due to the limited information about its specific indications and contraindications. The goal of these “guidelines” is to provide informations based on up-to-date scientific evidences regarding intrauterine contraception. Main recommendations are the following: •the intrauterine contraception may be considered as first choice in most women including nulliparous women and adolescents; •the risk of pelvic inflammatory disease associated with the use of intrauterine contraception is low (about 1.6 per 1000 women/year) and the pathogenesis of the infection appears to be linked to the insertion procedure; •a selective testing for infectious diseases based on individual risk factors is preferable to a test involving all women; •women at higher risk should be tested before insertion or at the time of insertion; •routine use of antibiotics before insertion is not recommended; •women at high risk of asymptomatic sexually transmitted infections should be tested and, if positive, treated; •a post insertion ultrasound evaluation is not required.
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INTRODUCTION

The intrauterine contraception (IUC) consists of a plastic device that is wrapped in copper (Cu-IUD), but also silver or gold, or contains hormones, generally levonorgestrel (IUS- LNG).

In the recent years, this method of birth control has gained increasing interest by the women and the gynecologists, but it has a long lasting history. IUC was introduced in the early 1900s.

During the last century the intrauterine device changed the form, with the aim of making it more ergonomic, smaller and more effective.

During the last fifty years of the last century, after the introduction of plastic materials, its use increased.

In the ’70s, the device, mainly in form of T, was wrapped with copper. This new structure increased greatly the contraceptive efficacy, that now is close to 100%. The T structure, although modified over the years, is still the most commonly used device in the world.
In the 90s, polymers were added to release daily hormones (generally LNG), in order to increase the contraceptive efficacy and tolerability, but also to obtain therapeutic effects.

Today, the IUC for its high safety and effectiveness, low costs, high compliance and long-term use, is the worldwide most common reversible contraceptive method. Further, its use has been extended to women (such as, adolescents, HIV positive women) for which it was considered contraindicate.

To date, several women, but doctors too, are still doubtful regarding the use of IUC, due to the limited information about its specific indications and contraindications.

The goal of these “guidelines” is to provide informations based on up-to-date scientific evidences regarding medical indications, the mechanism of action, as well as the modalities of insertion, in order to make IUC a conscious and appropriate choice. For the purpose of these guidelines the term IUC includes both IUS releasing LNG and IUDs. Recommendations were classified according to the criteria shown in Table I.

**USE OF IUC IN THE WORLD, IN EUROPE AND IN ITALY**

The most comprehensive source of information on the use of contraceptive methods in the world is the document of the Department of Economic and Social Affair of the United Nations, published in 2012[1]. This study shows that there are marked differences in the proportion of women reporting the use of a contraceptive methods, even within geographically homogeneous areas.

The differences are even more marked if we consider the IUC, which is the most widely used reversible method of contraception in the world.

In fact, the rate of IUC use is about 40% or more in some areas of Asia (where the 80% of the users live), with peaks in China, Vietnam, Korea and in the republics of the former Soviet Union (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan). These percentages are lower in Europe and North America, and in some areas of Africa and Oceania. In some North African countries the frequency of use is also elevated (36.1% Egypt, Tunisia 27.8%).

In Europe, the IUC is moderately used, with rates of about 30% in Latvia, Finland, Norway, Moldova, France, Russia, but of about 10% in Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, the Netherlands, Montenegro. The rate is lower than 10% in Austria, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and Italy. Albania is the European nation whit the lower rate of IUC use[2].

The observed geographic differences underline as the socio-cultural aspects and medical habits play a major role in the decision to use a specific method of birth control[2]. Concerns about safety and the mechanism of action are other aspects that limit the use of IUC[3].

The use of long-acting contraceptives, in particular of the IUC, however, is increasing in areas such as the US, traditionally characterized by low rates of use. For example, in an analysis of data for the period 2007-2009 from the National Survey of Family Growth conducted in the US, the frequency of use of IUC increased continuously over the period, driven mainly by the use of IUS[4].

**IUC USE IN WOMEN OF DIFFERENT CLASS AGE**

No detailed epidemiological data are available in the literature on the use of different contraceptive methods in different class age groups. Up-to-date, age is not considered a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading of the recommendation</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Meta-analysis or multiple randomized trials (of high quality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Meta-analysis or multiple randomized trials (of average quality) one RCT, large RCT or case control or cohort studies of high quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>One RCT, large RCT or case control or cohort studies of average quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Non analytic studies or case reports/cases series (of high or average quality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP*</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(* GPP: Good Practice Point)
The recent literature emphasizes its use in adolescents and young nulliparous. The determinant of IUC use.

Efficacy and Effectiveness of Intrauterine Contraception

Table II presents an estimate of the efficacy and effectiveness of the reversible contraceptive methods on the basis of their perfect use, substantially ideal, or the typical one, (i.e. in daily practice). In particular, it shows the percentage of women who experience a pregnancy during the first year of use. LNG-IUS is the most effective method; the efficacy obtained by “perfect” and “typical” use are very similar. The effectiveness of long-acting methods in clinical practice is due to the higher compliance by the woman. The pill, the patch and the ring require daily, weekly or monthly compliance. Conversely, the IUC does not require adherence to treatment by the woman.

Cu-IUD

Cu-IUD causes a marked local reaction associated with a cytotoxic effect of copper ions on sperm. These findings are supported by in vivo and in vitro studies on human endometrial cells. An interesting finding rises from endometrial...

---

**Table II. Efficacy of the contraceptive methods.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>% of women c</th>
<th>Typical use a</th>
<th>Perfect use b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No method</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spermicides</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertility awareness-based methods</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaphragm</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined oral contraceptive or progestin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only pills</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMPA injection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUD-Cu</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUS-LNG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implant</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sterilization</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sterilization</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Data not available
a Percentage of unwanted pregnancy during the first year of use (if not suspended for any other reason), among couples who initiate use of a method. The estimates of the probability of pregnancy during the first year of typical use for spermicides, periodic abstinence, the diaphragm, the male condom, the pill is taken from the National Survey of Family Growth 1995 to 2000 adjusted for underreporting of abortion; See the text for the deviation of the estimates for the other methods.
b Percentage of unwanted pregnancy during the first year of use (if not suspended for any other reason), among couples who initiate use of a method perfectly (using both constant and correct).
c Percentage who continue to use a method of contraception for a year, among those couples who want to avoid pregnancy.
biopsies of Cu-IUD users. There is a significant reduction in the concentration of estrogen receptors (but not progesterone ones), resulting in lowered mitotic activity. The Cu-IUD also causes changes in the subendometrial microvascularization, overproduction of prostaglandins\(^{(14,15)}\) and reduced local production of nitric oxide\(^{(15)}\). These findings may explain the bleeding and the increased frequency of dysmenorrhea observed particularly during the first months of use.

Conclusions: Cu-IUD causes marked local reaction and cytotoxic action of copper ions on the male gametes.

**LNG-IUS**

The mechanism of action of the LNG-IUS is more complex and multifactorial than that of Cu-IUD. The following data are related to the use of the system releasing 20 μg/day of LNG. LNG-IUS causes modifications of the cervical mucus score with unfavorable effect on sperm penetration and negative Ferning test\(^{(16,17)}\). Further, the down regulation of receptors for estrogen and progesterone has a clear anti-proliferative effect. Consequently, the thickness of the endometrium is reduced (hypotrophy-atrophy) due to the reduction of the number and size of endometrial glands. Further decidualization of the stroma, and increased apoptosis is observed\(^{(18)}\). Changes in the levels of cytokines and integrins are also observed at the endometrial level. In “in vitro” studies, capacitated spermatozoas exposed to LNG (20 μg) showed a reduction in the number that interact with the zona pellucida\(^{(19)}\). Furthermore, in women using LNG- IUD, Glycodelin A (GdA) - a uterine glycoprotein that has local contraceptive activity by inhibiting sperm–egg binding and that is normally absent from endometrium during the fertile midcycle and it is not expressed until the fifth postovulatory day - is expressed between days 7 and 16 of the menstrual cycle\(^{(20)}\). IGF-I mRNA\(^{(19)}\) is also suppressed. The reduction of mast cells in eutopic and ectopic endometrium\(^{(20)}\) and nerve-growth factor (NGF, NGFR p75, TrkA) in the endometrium and myometrium\(^{(21)}\) explain the effects on pain in women with endometriosis and adenomyosis.

LNG-IUS use is commonly associated with irregular endometrial bleeding. Metalloproteinases contribute to remodel the extracellular matrix (ECM). Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-1, active MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-7, MMP-9 and MMP-12 are more prevalent in the short-term LNG-IUS users, suggesting their important contribution to ECM breakdown and transient bleeding. The decrease in the percentage of women expressing MMP-2 and -3 might contribute to the decreased occurrence of unwanted spotting and bleeding in long-term LNG-IUS users\(^{(21)}\). Further, changes of the endometrial vascular structure are observed\(^{(22)}\).

The system releasing LNG 6μg/day causes changes in the cervical mucus comparable to those observed with LNG 20 μg/day. In LNG6 6μg/day –IUS users the endometrium appears in the secretory phase\(^{(23)}\) and the blood levels of estradiol are constantly slightly over 100 ng/L.

Conclusions

The LNG-IUS releasing 20μg /day causes local reaction and major changes of the cervical mucus score with unfavorable effect on sperm penetration. The endometrial receptivity is lowered by the antiproliferative effect exerted by LNG.

The LNG-IUS release of 6 μg/day causes local reaction in association with major changes of the cervical mucus, similar in the available preliminary data to those reported for the 20μg /day IUS. The endometrium is in the secretory phase.

**WOMEN ELIGIBLE FOR INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTION**

The document published by the WHO, “Medical Eligibility Criteria for Contraceptive Use”\(^{(24)}\), provides evidence-based recommendations for the choice of the most appropriate method of contraception without unnecessary restrictions of use (Table III). The WHO document is not intended to provide rigid guidelines, but to give to the gynecologist up-to-dated recommendations on the eligibility criteria of the different contraceptives methods. The woman must receive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A condition for which there is no restriction for the use of the contraceptive method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A condition where the advantages of using the method generally outweigh the theoretical or proven risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A condition where the theoretical or proven risk usually outweigh the advantages of using the method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A condition which represents an unacceptable health risk if the contraceptive method is used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(From Medical Eligibility Criteria, WHO, 2009)*
adequate information in order to give a voluntary and informed consensus, taking into account medical and not medical criteria.

According to the WHO, “Medical Eligibility Criteria for Contraceptive Use” are eligible:

- women, regardless age and parity (<20 years: Category 2; ≥ 20 years: Category 1) requiring a reversible long lasting and safe contraception;
- women wishing a contraceptive methods not requiring daily, weekly or monthly intake, with the risks associated with poor compliance;
- women who do not wish to use oral drugs;
- women with contraindications to the use of estrogen;
- women seeking safe contraception immediately after induced abortion(25, 26);
- women seeking contraception during lactation(25, 27);
- women in their postpartum period ≥ 4 weeks;
- smoking, obese, hypertensive women or with multiple risk factors (cat. 1 for Cu-IUD and cat. 2 for LNG-IUS)(24);
- women with a first degree history of deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism;
- women with headache;
- women with migraine with aura (cat. 1 for Cu-IUD, cat. 2 for initiation LNG-IUS, Cat. 3 for continuation LNG-IUS)(24).

CONTRAINDICATIONS TO IUC USE
Contraindications to the use of the IUC are few, and mainly involve current infections or undiagnosed conditions.

Absolute contraindications are(24, 28, 29-32):
- pregnancy;- current or <3months PID;
- current sexually transmitted disease;
- puerperal or post abortions sepsis or purulent cervicitis;
- undiagnosed abnormal uterine bleeding;
- uterine malignant diseases;
- pelvic tuberculosis;
- myomas distorting the womb cavity;
- uterine anomalies.

SPECIFIC CONTRAINDICATION TO Cu-IUD USE
The Cu-IUD may increase menstrual flow, menstrual pain and cause spotting. These effects should be considered and discussed during counseling, especially in women treated with anti-coagulant therapy or with severe thrombocytopenia.

In patients with Wilson’s syndrome the use of Cu-IUD is not recommended.

SPECIFIC CONTRAINDICATION TO LNG-IUS USE
- Systemic Lupus Erythematosus with antiphospholipid antibodies;
- current deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism;
- breast and liver cancer.

CONDITIONS IN WHICH CU-IUD SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS FIRST CHOICE
Cu-IUD should be considered as first choice with respect to a LNG-IUS in the following conditions:

- absolute contraindication to the use of hormones;
- current venous thrombosis or pulmonary embolism(33);
- breast cancer (33,34),
- hepatitis(33);
- liver cancer(33),
- SLE with antiphospholipid antibody positive (1; 2 for initiation in women treated with immunosuppressive drugs, 3 in case of severe thrombocytopenia),
- breast-feeding in the immediate post partum period (<48h)(9)
- emergency contraception (up to 5 days)(33, 35);
- previous stroke(33).

CONDITIONS IN WHICH LNG-IUS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS FIRST CHOICE
The presence of LNG, even in low doses, has some therapeutic effects, and therefore gives some advantage in specific clinical conditions (especially with LNG-IUS 20 g/ day):

- heavy menstrual flows(24, 33, 36, 37);
- premenstrual syndrome(38);
- endometriosis (including recto-vaginal endometriosis)(39);
- adenomyosis(40, 41);
- endometrial hyperplasia (high rate of regression in not atypical hyperplasia; possible use in atypical hyperplasia with close follow up)(42,44);
- myomas (not submucosal myomas)(45).
IUD USE IN HIV POSITIVE WOMEN.
It is possible to use Cu-IUD and IUS-LNG in HIV positive women. There is a contraindication to the insertion, but not the continuation of use, for women with AIDS(30, 46, 47).

Recommendations
• In women at risk, Cu IUD use does not increase the risk of HIV infection (B).
• There is limited evidence of no increased risk of general or infective complications in HIV-IUD users in comparison to HIV negative IUD users (B).
• IUDs use in HIV-infected women was not associated with an increased risk of transmission to sexual partners (B).
• IUD users with AIDS should be carefully followed up for the risk of pelvic infection (B).

USE OF IUC IN NULLIPAROUS WOMEN AND ADOLESCENTS
The use of the IUC in nulliparous women, particularly in teenagers, has always been hampered by a number of issues and myths, but it should be reconsidered according to recent data(8,48).

Two ACOG documents (2007 and 2012) highlight the usefulness of the IUC also in the adolescents, and emphasize how the teenagers should be encouraged use of Long Acting Reversible Contraception to prevent unwanted pregnancies and induced abortions(6,49).

A study of WHO published in year 1992(50) showed that nulliparity is not associated with any pelvic infection. The risk of pelvic infection was associated with to exposure to sexually transmitted diseases and sexual relations with multiple partners. These data were confirmed in more recent studies(5,16,49).

The expulsion and removal rate may be higher in nulliparous than in multiparous women. The size and shape of the IUC play an important role in determining the risk of expulsion(51,52). The more recent CU or LNG releasing IUC are small in size.

IUC insertion in a nulliparous women can have slight additional difficulties. Some psychological and practical “tricks” can be useful in order to reduce discomfort during insertion.

The high and long lasting efficacy, the substantial low cost, make the IUC suitable as first choice for nulliparous women(8,53,54).

Recommendation
• The intrauterine contraception may be considered as first choice for nulliparous women and adolescents (A).

RISK OF PELVIC INFLAMMATORY DISEASE AFTER INSERTION OF IUC
The use of intrauterine contraception has been associated with a higher risk of PID and septic abortion(55,56). These conditions were associated with the Dalkon Shield intrauterine device. The multifilaments threads of the Dalkon Shield was structurally and functionally different from the monofilament ones of the recent IUCs. The unique characteristics of the Dalkon threads was cause of the ascendant mechanism of pathogenic bacteria from the vagina enter the uterine cavity(48,57).

In fact, the scientific literature of the last 20 years has shown that now the risk of PID after application of a IUC is very low.

A recent retrospective study conducted in California and including 57 728 IUC users, showed a risk of PID of 0,54% within the first 90 days(58). This finding is in agreement with previous studies showing a low risk of PID after IUC insertion.

A review of 12 randomized and one non-randomized studies published between 1970 and 1980 and including 22 908 women, showed an infection rate of 1.6 for 1000 women/year(59); the infection rate was 9.7 per 1000 women/year in the first 20 days and dropped to 1.4 for 1000 women/year thereafter. These findings suggest that the infection may be due to the insertion procedure rather than the IUC itself. Several studies(59-61) have also shown that the risk of PID varies with race and age, being higher in younger patients and in African women. A randomized controlled trial comparing the risk of infection among IUD and IUS users has shown an increased risk among younger women in the Cu-IUD arm(62).

Several studies indicate that the number of pelvic infection in LNG-IUS users is lower than in Cu-IUD users(16,62-64).

The LNG effect at the level of the cervical mucus and endometrium, and the reduction of menstrual flow may lower the risk of PID observed in young and sexually active women(16,64).

The analysis of risk factors associated to the risk of PID after application of Cu-IUD showed how women at low risk of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) (i.e. married or with a single partner women) have a very low risk of PID after Cu-IUD insertion. The risk is similar to that observed in women reporting no contraception(58,65,66).
In case of PID it is recommended to treat the disease without removing the IUC.

**Recommendation**

- The risk of pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) associated with the use of IUC is low (about 1.6 per 1000 women / year) and the pathogenesis of the infection appears to be linked to the application procedure rather than the IUC itself.
- The risk is higher during the first 20 days from insertion (A).
- The use of a LNG-IUS seems to be associated with a lower risk of PID compared to the Cu-IUD (B).

**ROLE OF AND INDICATIONS FOR TESTING FOR SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS (STI) BEFORE INSERTION OF IUC**

In 2006, a systematic review of the literature has evaluated the risk of developing PID after IUC insertion in women with asymptomatic STIs.

The rate of PID ranged from 0% to 5% in women with STI at insertion, and from 0% to 2% in women without STI at insertion\(^\text{67, 68}\).

The ACOG and the RCOG do not recommend any testing for cervical infection in asymptomatic women: they recommend to identify, through a careful medical history (including sexual habits) and physical examination women at high risk of STIs. In these cases, testing for infectious diseases before inserting intrauterine contraceptive\(^\text{69, 70}\) is recommended.

Women at high risk are\(^\text{10, 69}\):
- sexually active women aged <25 years;
- women aged > 25 years with multiple sexual partners in the year before insertion;
- women having a history of a STI;
- “vulnerable populations” (including injecting drug users and women who are incarcerated)\(^\text{70}\).

In accordance with the guidelines of the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE\(^\text{72}\)) women at increased risk of STIs candidates for intrauterine contraception should be tested for:
- Chlamydia trachomatis;
- Neisseria gonorrhoeae;
- all other sexually transmitted diseases (as specifically requested/clinical judgment).

If the assessment infectious disease should be offered at the time of IUC insertion or before insertion is still open to debate.

In the latter case, consideration must be given to the likelihood of the patient being able to return, and the potential benefit of decreasing the risk of PID from 0-5% to 0-2% must be weighed against the risk of unintended pregnancy during this time\(^\text{67}\).

Conversely, if the decision is to test at the time of insertion, it is important to consider the likelihood of contacting the woman again in case of a positive result. If the follow-up in these women was difficult or woman was considered at high risk for STDs, antibiotic prophylaxis immediately prior to insertion may be indicated.

**Recommendation**

- A selective testing for infectious diseases based on individual risk factors is preferable to a test involving all women.
- Women at higher risk should be tested before insertion or at the time of insertion (B).

**ANTIBIOTIC PROPHYLAXIS PRE/POST IUC INSERTION**

Several randomized trials have assessed the role prophylactic antibiotics, in the prevention of pelvic infection after IUC insertion, but no significant reduction in the rate of PID in women treated with prophylactic antibiotics have been showed\(^\text{60, 61, 73, 74}\).

A Cochrane review of 2010 has showed that the risk of PID is low after IUC insertion, and giving women either 500 mg of azithromycin or 200 mg of doxycycline does not reduce the risk of PID\(^\text{75}\).

The ACOG and RCOG differ slightly in their recommendations\(^\text{76, 77}\).

The ACOG does not recommend routine antibiotic prophylaxis, and suggest testing women at increased risk of STIs at the time of insertion and treating those with positive results as soon as possible.

The RCOG does not recommend routine prophylactic antibiotics and suggests to consider prophylactic antibiotics in women at high risk of STIs and whose results are not available at the time of insertion.

The antibiotic should be specifically active against C. trachomatis. Furthermore, in cases where there is a high local prevalence of N. gonorrhoeae treatment should be given\(^\text{60, 61, 73-75}\).

**Recommendation**

- Routine use of antibiotics before IUC insertion is not recommended. (A)
- Women at high risk of asymptomatic STIs
should be tested and, if positive, treated. (B)

- In high risk women prophylactic antibiotics can be useful if test results not available at the time of insertion and patient are not able to return for treatment in case of positive test. (B)

IUC AND RISK OF ECTOPIC PREGNANCY

Some doctors and patients do not wish to use intrauterine contraception for the incorrect belief that IUC is associated with a higher risk of ectopic pregnancy. The high contraceptive efficacy of IUC lower the absolute risk of ectopic pregnancy. (76, 78, 79)

Data from large series show an ectopic pregnancy rate of 0.2 per 1000 women/year in users of IUS, 0.3 per 1000 women/year in users of IUDs-Cu and 3.25-5.25 per 1000 women/year in women not using any contraceptive method. (80-86)

Recommendation
- Women should be informed that the absolute risk of ectopic pregnancy is lowered with the use of intrauterine contraception in comparison with women who do not use any contraceptive method. (B).

INFORMATION TO BE GIVEN TO WOMEN DURING COUNSELING ON IUC

Careful counseling is crucial.

The information should be provided in a simple way and focused to answers any questions about IUC.

A pre-printed form can be used (77, 87, 88).

- What IUC is.
- To describe in an easy way the method.
- How it works.
- To describe in broad terms the mechanisms of action of IUC, and to differentiate IUD and IUS.
- How well it works.
- The woman must understand the high contraceptive efficacy of IUC.
- Duration of use.
- To give information about how long IUC has to stay in.
- Risks.
- To inform about risks due to the insertion and the use of IUC.
- How soon after having IUC removed a woman can get pregnant.
- To inform that after the removal of IUC, a woman can get pregnant quickly.

- Eligible women to IUC.
- The use of the IUC should be guided by the criteria of the WHO medical eligibility.
- Tests to be required before insertion.
- To inform that before IUC insertion a careful medical history and general gynecological examination is required. In women at high risk of STIs, tests for infectious diseases are recommended.
- Insertion and follow up.
- To underline that the procedure takes only a few minutes and can be done usually in a doctor’s office. The follow-up usually includes a gynecological examination after the first menstruation after insertion. Other controls are not required unless doubts or clinical problems.
- How the menstrual pattern changes.
- To inform that during the first few months post-insertion the menstrual characteristics may change.
- To show IUC to the woman before insertion may be useful.
- Pay attention to use words appropriate to the socio-cultural level of the woman.

Recommendation
- An appropriate counseling is crucial (GPP).
- Apply general rules of the doctor-patient relationship (GPP).
- Take care to maintain a non-judgmental attitude and the use verbal and not verbal languages (GPP).
- The information should to be given in a simple way.
- During counseling give the following information: -What IUC is; -How it works; -How well it works; -How long IUC has to stay in; -Risks; -How soon after having IUC removed a woman can get pregnant; -Women eligible for IUC; -Tests required before insertion -Insertion and follow up; -How the menstrual pattern changes (GPP).

CLINICAL SETTING FOR THE INSERTION

The insertion of IUC requires a comfortable office, with all the requirements of safety and sterility.

The office must be provided with appropriate equipment (cervical tenaculum, cotton balls moistened with antiseptic solution or povidone-iodine (Betadine) swabs, long suture scissor, ring forcep, sterile and nonsterile examination gloves, sterile tray for the procedure, sterile vaginal
speculum, hysterometer) and qualified personnel.

In Italy the activities reimbursed by the National Health Service are defined by the Decreto Ministeriale 22/07/1996. According to this, the IUC insertion (ICD coding 9CM: 69.70) does not need an office for surgery\(^{(89)}\).

Some Italian regions have implemented this Decreto\(^{(90)}\).

**Recommendation**

- The insertion of an IUC can be performed in any clinic or doctor’s office, according to the requirements defined by local health authorities (GPP).

**INSERTION OF IUC**

To insert IUC, we need of an inserter. The LNG-IUS have a more ergonomic inserter.

The insertion is a surgical procedure. The gynecologist must be trained before inserting IUC. The specialist should perform an adequate and continuous number of insertions in order to improve its performance.

**When**

- IUC should be inserted after documentation of a negative pregnancy test.
- during menstruation or immediately after;
- immediately after a miscarriage or an induced abortion;
- >4 weeks after delivery

**Equipment**

The equipment for IUD Insertion includes: cervical tenaculum, cotton balls moistened with antiseptic solution or povidone-iodine (Betadine) swabs, long suture scissor, ring forcep, sterile and nonsterile examination gloves, sterile tray for the procedure, sterile vaginal speculum, hysterometer

**Insertion**

1. Bimanual examination with nonsterile gloves should be performed to determine the position, the size of the uterus and to diagnose any genital infections or other contraindications.
2. Insert the speculum. The cervix and adjacent vaginal fornices should be cleansed with an antiseptic solution to remove the mucus and vaginal secretions.
3. The cervix should be stabilized during the insertion of the IUD with a tenaculum (Collins or other) on the anterior lip of the cervix. The posterior lip can be appropriate in the case of reverted uterus.
4. A gentle traction with tenaculum should be made. Such traction must be maintained throughout the time necessary for the insertion. This traction favors the correct insertion and reduces the risk of perforation.

5. A sterile uterine sound should be insert to determine the depth of the uterine cavity. In selected cases a local anesthetics, anti-inflammatory, anti-anxiety drugs, etc. may be useful.

6. The cursor should be aligned with the IUD arms and set at the distance the uterus was sounded. When required, the IUC should then be placed into the insertion tube.

7. While pulling tenaculum you advance the inserter through the cervical canal to the bottom of the uterine cavity and release the IUC.

8. Release gently the device by pulling back the slider; cut the threads to a length of 3-4 cm approximately.

9. Inform the woman about the correct insertion and the follow up control.

A post insertion ultrasound evaluation is not required\(^{(5, 77)}\).

**GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMINATION**

**AFTER INSERTION OF IUC**

A visit should be scheduled after the first menstruation or 3-6 weeks after insertion to rule out an infection, perforation or expulsion of IUC\(^{(5)}\).

After this visit the woman should be invited to come back only in case of clinical problems or concerns.

If the LNG-IUS 20 μg/day use is also aimed to the treatment of heavy menstrual flows, periodic follow up visits may be useful\(^{(77)}\).

Women should be allowed to come back at any time in case of doubts or problems or discomfort\(^{(91, 92)}\).

**Recommendation**

- The woman must undergo at least one follow-up visit after the menstrual cycle (after 3-6 weeks) following the IUC insertion (C).

**REMOVAL OF IUC**

In women of childbearing age it is preferable to remove the intrauterine contraceptive during menstruation\(^{(77, 53)}\). If the contraceptive is removed in mid-cycle, and the woman has had sex during the week before removal, a pregnancy may occur. If the woman is seeking pregnancy, IUC may be removed at any time. At the same time pre-conceptional advices, including the use of folic acid should be given\(^{(93)}\).

To remove the IUC you must gently pull the
threads.

If required by the woman, a new intrauterine contraceptive can be inserted immediately after removal\(^\text{[53,77,93]}\). In case of PID, removal of IUC is not recommended\(^\text{(8)}\).

**Recommendation**

- IUC can be removed either during the menstruation or at any time.
- Woman should be informed about the risk of pregnancy for sexual intercourses 7 days before removal (GPP).
- A new intrauterine contraceptive can be inserted immediately after removal (GPP).

**PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH INSERTION AND REMOVAL OF IUC**

**Insertion**

Difficulties in passing the sound through the cervix may be due to abnormalities of the cervical canal, such as:

- stenosis of the external uterine orifice;
- cervical canal stenosis;
- isthmocele.

In most cases, the stenosis of the cervical canal is related to a marked anteverted or retroverted uterus. In these cases the correct traction of the cervix with a tenaculum facilitates the insertion.

In case of stenosis of the external uterine orifice mechanical instruments such as a small Bengolea is useful to dilate the cervix.

The rate of perforation is about of 0.1\(^\%\)\(^\text{(94)}\). In case of perforation, the hospitalization of the woman is required\(^\text{(95-98)}\).

A vasovagal syncope can occur during insertion. Symptoms are sweating, bradycardia, fainting, nausea and vomiting. It should be treated with physical maneuvers and/or with sub-lingual atropine 0.5 mg. In women at risk of vasovagal syncope (medical history), premedication with atropine can be useful.

**Removal**

The most common problems during removal are:

- To broke the threads during removal;
- Lost threads.

If threads are not visible you must exclude pregnancy and perform an ultrasound examination in order to verify the presence of the IUC in utero or in abdomen\(^\text{[95,96,99,100]}\). If the IUC is in the uterus, you can try to retrieve the threads with instruments such as Klemmer or other devices\(^\text{[95,96,99,100]}\). This method is however painful and may cause endocervical and endometrial traumas: hysteroscopy is recommended. This method allows to replace correctly the IUC, if useful, or an atraumatic removal\(^\text{(97)}\).

If IUC is not detectable, spontaneous expulsion (3-5\%) or perforation should be considered. In the latter case an X-ray of the abdomen allows diagnosis (all IUC are radiopaque)\(^\text{(97,98,101)}\).

**MENSTRUAL CHANGES THAT MIGHT OCCUR AFTER IUC INSERTION**

In some women IUC causes menstrual changes mostly reversible and of limited clinical relevance. This occurrence should be considered during counseling for at least two reasons.

These changes can cause discomfort to the woman and represent one of the most common reasons for early termination of the use of IUC\(^\text{(102)}\), infections, pregnancy, endometrial or cervical diseases.

Although in most cases these are functional changes, they must be carefully investigated because they can sometimes be associated with IUC dislocation\(^\text{(103-105)}\).

The most common observed changes in the menstrual pattern are: spotting, intermenstrual bleeding, hypermenorrhea, menstrual irregularities or amenorrhea.

**Cu-IUD**

Menstrual irregularities such as intermenstrual spotting or bleeding are common in users of Cu-IUDs, and are one of the main reasons for discontinuation\(^\text{(106)}\). In women with Cu-IUDs, an increase of menstrual flow by 20-50\% has been reported\(^\text{(106)}\). In such cases, to reduce bleeding and prevent secondary anemia, NSAIDs and antifibrinolytic drugs should be considered\(^\text{(106)}\).

**LNG-IUS**

Among the users of LNG-IUS abnormal bleeding occurs in a low percentage of cases, which varies slightly according to the dosage of progestin released\(^\text{(108)}\). The menstrual flow tends to be reduced and, in some cases, within one year by the insertion, you may experience a temporary amenorrhea\(^\text{(109,110)}\). Amenorrhea is more frequent in women using IUS that releases the higher dosage of progestin (52 mg with a release of 20 μgr/day)\(^\text{(107)}\).

It may be a discomforting experience for the woman.
Using the LNG-IUS20 μg/day the reduction of menstrual flow may be beneficial in women with menorrhagia and secondary anemia, being able to influence, in these cases, the improvement of haematological parameters[110].

**Recommendation**

- The occurrence of abnormal menstrual patterns in users of IUC, generally mild and clinically irrelevant, must always be the subject of an exhaustive counseling (GPP).
- In case of menorrhagia NSAIDs and antifibrinolytic drugs should be considered (A).
- In women with menorrhagia Cu-IUD is not recommended. In these cases, LNG-IUS is recommended (A).
- In women with heavy menstrual bleeding and secondary anemia LNG IUS-20 μg/day represents the contraceptive method of choice (A).

**HOW SOON AFTER HAVING IUC REMOVED A WOMAN CAN GET PREGNANT**

After removal of an intrauterine device a woman can get pregnant immediately. In general, studies show that 71-96% of women are pregnant within one year from the removal of IUC (mean time to pregnancy about three months in users of IUS and 4 months in users of IUDs)[111]. These data are comparable to those of women who have used other contraceptive methods[91, 111-113].

**Recommendation**

- To inform the patient that after removal of an intrauterine device she can get pregnant immediately and in general after few months(B).

**MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) IN WOMEN WITH IUC**

Concerns about women who have IUC in situ and undergoing magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is often raised by the women and radiologists. Some radiologists suggests a gynecological examination after MRI to check correct IUC position. Several studies have shown that the magnetic fields (up to 3 Tesla) do not move the IUC inside the uterine cavity. Further the LNG-IUS 20 μg/day does not contain metals, the LNG-IUS 6 g/day contains a small silver ring and the Cu-IUD copper which are not affected by magnetic fields[114-118].

**Recommendation**

- There is no risk of dislocation, perforation, expulsion, pregnancy connected with the MRI examination(C).

**DRUGS AND EFFICACY OF LNG-IUS**

The release of levonorgestrel into the uterine cavity is not influenced by liver metabolism. LNG-IUS can be used in association with other drugs, including liver enzymes inducers[119].
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